At the center of our method is the hypothesis that a complex phenotype can be thought of as a mixture of simpler phenotypes with shared and subphenotype-specific genetic variants that drive similarities and distinctions between these subphenotypes. Figure 1 of the main text illustrates a toy example containing two subphenotypes: Case-1 and Case-2. These two types of cases share some associated genetic variants (SNP3) but are also driven by variants specific to each of them (SNP1 and SNP5 for Case-1 and SNP4 for Case-2). Assume we have 10 controls, and 10 cases consisting of 5 Case-1 and 5 Case-2 patients. In this setting, the classical GWAS case-control approach would only discover SNP3 as it has a marginal association P-value < 6e-05. SNP1, SNP5 and SNP4 will go undetected (Fig. 1A of the main text). This problem is caused by the heterogeneity of the patient population that is not known a priori and cannot be accounted for by the standard association detection algorithms. To detect SNP1, which is specific to Case-1 subphenotype, Case-2 subpopulation should be pooled with controls and compared to Case-1 cohort as is done in part B. This is because SNP1 has no effect on the phenotypes of Case-2 cohort. In brief, comparing Case-1 subpopulation against the rest of the population recovers SNP2, SNP3 and SNP5. Similarly, comparing Case-2 subpopulation reveals SNP3 and SNP4 as associated markers. Overall, subphenotyping is able to recover all markers correctly (Fig. 1B of the main text) including the shared one, i.e. SNP3.
In addition to causing false negatives, not accounting for subphenotypes can result in other problems. For example, assume that in our toy example above, a two-level GWAS is employed: associations discovered in the first study were to be replicated in another cohort in a second GWAS. Further assume that due to some confounding factor, all the case population in the first study comes from Case-1 and the second one from Case-2. In such a setting, SNP2, SNP3, and SNP5 would be detected as potential associations to be validated in the second step. However, in the second step, only SNP3, which is a shared causal variant of both subphenotypes, would be discovered, resulting in SNP2 and SNP5 associations deemed spurious even though they are not. Hence, we believe that disease heterogeneity is one of the main underlying reason for failure in GWAS replications.
Statistical Model
In this section, we will derive the exact form of the posterior distribution required for the inference algorithm.
Recall that given N individuals that are genotyped over M markers and are profiled on F phenotype features, JBASE aims to find a partitioning of the population into K subphenotypes, each of which has a homogeneous phenotype distribution whose variation is associated with genotypic variation at the identified marginal and epistatic causal markers (See Fig. S1 ). We start by intoducing some notation:
• The data D is represented in an N ×(M +F ) matrix, where each individual i (i th row) consists of g i Figure S1 : The JBASE Model: Given genotype and phenotype matrices as input, JBASE outputs a partitioning of the population into K subphenotypes, each of which has a more homogeneous phenotype distribution as well as group-specific allele distributions at the identified marginal and epistatic causal markers.
(genotype profile) and z i (phenotype profile) vectors.
• We assume that each individual I i =(g i , z i ) belongs to a phenotypic subpopulation k∈{1. . .K}. This information is captured by the latent variable C i ∈{1, . . ., K} : i∈{1. . .N }, parameterized by the mixing co-efficient vector π, that needs to be inferred.
• We model each subphenotype's genotype submatrix as a collection of three genotype components: the null, the marginal and the epistatic component, denoted with G k 0 ={g i,0 : ∀i s.t. C i =k} , G k 1 ={g i,1 : ∀i s.t. C i =k} and G k 2 ={g i,2 : ∀i s.t. C i =k} respectively, where g i,0 , g i,1 and g i,2 represent the genoptype profile of individual i over the null, marginal, and epistatic markers. Note that the underlying genotype distribution in the null component is the same across all subphenotypes (where the marker belongs to the null component), thus we use G 0 , i.e. without the k superscript, to represent the union of null components across all subphenotypes.
• Similarly, we use Z k to denote k th subphenotypes' phenotype submatrix.
• As marker-to-genotype-component assignments are unknown, we introduce S km ∈{0, 1, 2}:m∈{1. . .M }, k∈{1. . .K} latent variable to represent the assignment of marker m to one of the three marker com-ponents of population k. Hence, S k denotes the marker-to-genotype component assignment vector for subphenotype k.
he priors are listed in Table S1 (See Subsection 2.4 for recommendations on setting the hyper-parameters).
Model Component
. . , τ kT ) Mixing proportions for markers of subphenotype k α k Dirichlet(λ 0 , λ 1 , λ 2 ) Mixing proportions for subphenotypes π Dirichlet(ρ 1 , . . . , ρ K ) Table S1 : Priors Distributions for Model Parameters: JBASE uses conjugate Dirichlet priors as the prior distribution for parameters governing its multinomial distribution components.
Derivation of the Posterior Distribution
Recall that in Section 2 of the main text, we derived the likelihood function as follows:
, where we used Q={ψ, θ, φ, ω, π, α} for notational convenience. For the same reason, we use H={ρ, β, λ, γ, τ, δ} to represent the hyper-parameters of the model. Let us also introduce V={ψ, θ, φ, ω} to denote Q\{π, α}.
Given these the posterior can be decomposed as follows:
It is essential to recall that we are interested in inferring only the latent variables S and C. We would like to achieve this without the need to infer the other model parameters Q = {ψ, θ, φ, ω, π, α}. This is because it is easier and more efficient to work with P (S, C|D, H) than to work with P (S, C, Q|D, H). As such we use a common trick often used in conjugate-based latent Bayesian models: we simply integrate out parameters that we are not interested in:
The following key observations enable us to carry out the above integrations analytically.
1. Using conjugate priors, we obtain:
and
2. Given C, the genotype and phenotype likelihoods are independent:
3. Given S and C, the likelihood decomposes over the k subpopulations as follows:
4. Given H, the prior probability decomposes as follows:
Given Eqs. 3-7, we are ready to put the full posterior together:
priors of latent components (9) We are now ready to carry out the integrations analytically thanks to the conjugate priors:
Inference
We infer the latent variables C and S with Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), specifically with the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm.
At iteration l, we update each C i and S k,m variables in turn as follows:
• For each C i :
-We uniformly randomly choose a new subphenotype C i , s.t. C i = C i -We next check the following constraints: * Subphenotype size constraint: If the new assignment causes any of two effected subpopulations to become smaller than the minimum allowed subpopulation size, then the proposal is rejected. In order to prevent over-fitting, we reject updates proposing to decrease subpopulation's size below a given threshold, which we set to N 20 in our experiments. * PCA constraint: If the new assignment causes the mean value of the PCA values between the effected populations to differ beyond the allowed threshold in any of the PCA dimensions, the proposal is rejected. This is to prevent hidden confounding effects that cause subphenotypes. Given the PCA coordinates of each individual, as obtained from the PCA analysis of the genotype matrix, proposals that cause assignment of individuals to subpopulations to exceed a user-defined difference are rejected immediately. Unfortunately, this threshold is dependent on the data type as PCA coordinates are compared across different datasets. In our experiments, we set this threshold to 0.01 by analyzing the PCA main axis separation of discovered subphenotypes when PCA was not taken into account. Our experiments (See Section 4.3) and subsequent analysis of the PCA coordinates of the 10 most important dimensions, as well as linear mixed model based analysis, showed that this simple approach performs very well in practice. * MAF constraint: If a marker is assigned to a component as a marginal then its MAF is enforced to be higher in that component than in the rest of the population. This constraint is based on the assumption often used in GWAS studies that the minor allele of a gene associated with the disease, is more common in patients than in the controls. If the newly proposed C i invalidates this constraint, then the proposal is rejected. * Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) constraint: We require each marker to adhere to HWE over the subphenotypes in which it is assigned to the null component at p<0.01 significance level. If the proposed assignment violates this constraint, it is rejected.
-If the proposal is not rejected so far, C i is updated to the new state with probability -If the proposal is not rejected so far, S km is updated to the new state with probability
These proposals satisfy the detailed balance condition and work well in practice. We monitor the convergence using trace plots, some of which are shown in Fig. S2 . Although in our experiments we sampled 200,000 samples for each of the S km and C i , more often than not, less than 100,000 was enough for obtaining good mixing.
Another important aspect of sampling is the acceptance/rejection rates of the proposal distribution. Due to several biological constraints described above, we obtained lower acceptance rates (≈ 5%). Such low acceptance rates are expected given the low signal to noise ratio among the SNPs associated with the phenotype: it is expected that almost 99% of the SNPs belong to the null component whereas any one of them can be proposed to be marginal or epistatic. Analyzing the reasons for proposal rejections, we note that MAF and HWE constraints, which need to be checked for both S km and C i , are responsible for ≈89% of all proposal rejections. LD constraint, on the other hand, is responsible for the rejection of ≈5% of the S km proposals. Similarly, subphenotype size constraint and PCA constraint are responsible for rejection of ≈1% and ≈14% of the remaining C i proposals respectively. Despite causing high rejection rates, these constraints ensure biologically valid states over S km and C i . We efficiently calculate the constraints by tracking additional counters specific to each constraint without the need to go through the more costly operation of calculating the value of the posterior at the new state. These constraints are optional and can be turned on or off depending on the experiment. Finally, for computational efficiency, we apply constraints with higher rejection rates before the constraints with lower rejection rates. MAF contsraint is an example of the higher rejection ratio constraint that is easy to calculate which prevents MCMC from exploring a large number of invalid states.
Finally, it is important to mention that, depending on the state of S k , the size of the epistatic component and hence the dimensionality of φ k , changes during sampling. However, since we integrate out φ k and never perform inference on it, we do not need to resort to such algorithms as Reversible-jump MCMC [2] . 
Post-processing
JBASE has two goals: inferring the subphenotype assignments and inferring the causal markers (marginal and epistatic) that are responsible for the subphenotypes. We integrate out all model parameters except clusters of tightly co-assigned individuals, which are visible to the human eye, start to emerge starting somewhere between 10,000 and 20,000 iterations, and these clusters pretty much stay the same for the rest of the iterations (not shown here), highlighting the robustness of the discovery of subphenotypes.
With S km we do not have the identifiability problem, as each each assignment type (null,marginal and epistatic) is modeled with non-identical distributions. As such, we simply assign marker m to the most frequently assigned genotype category. One problem with this approach is that it prevents assigning the discovered components to specific subgroups. For example, in the discovered epistatic modules, we do not attribute the component to a final subphenotype. However, this does not mean such a goal is unattainable.
It is worth mentioning that when we sample from the posterior distribution, we keep every d th sample after the first 2000 burn-in iterations. d is adjustable and such a thinning strategy (d > 1) is not a hard requirement. We prefer to thin the samples for efficiency purposes: storing every sampling iteration would mean having to store K×M ×U , where U is the number of iterations, for tracking S and M ×U for C. This can cause prohibitively large memory consumption. Thinning can greatly decrease the required memory.
Parameter Choices
The user needs to set only the hyper-parameters of the model since we integrate out most of the model parameters except S and C, which are inferred by the algorithm. Unless there is background knowledge about the data that needs to be incorporated into the model, we suggest setting hyper-parameters as follows: λ = {0.99, 0.005, 0.05}, β = {0.64, 0.31, 0.05} and γ = {0.25, 0.50, 0.25}. These hyper-parameters are set according to our prior expectations on marker group ratios (null, marginal and epistatic) in the case of λ, allele frequencies (AA,Aa,aa) of a moderately frequent marker in the case of β and allele frequencies of a marginal marker in the case of γ. Indeed, instead of using a single β, it is also possible to use the population-specific background genotype distribution of each marker. Apart from these, the user can also specify maximum number of marginal and epistatic markers.
Perhaps the most important parameters to set are the number of subphenotypes K and subphenotype size distribution controlled by ρ. Setting K is not trivial, and should be done according to prior expectation of disease phenotype heterogeneity. Considering the fact that sample sizes for GWAS are usually on the order of hundreds (or thousands) of patients, we do not recommend setting K to more than 2 unless there is strong prior knowledge about the number of subphenotypes in the data. Using higher values will reduce statistical power. In our simulation experiments with the (500, 0, 500) setting, we showed that even with an incorrect value set for K, JBASE can usually find the true subphenotype groups.Some deterioration happens with incorrect K: when setting K=2 when in reality K=1, JBASE still performs as well as BEAM and much better than others. The ρ parameter, on the other hand, parameterizes the skewness of the subphenotype sizes. Setting ρ 1 to a high value would represent the prior belief of subphenotypes of uniform sizes whereas setting it to a low value, i.e. N/100 would allow for some subgroups to be significantly larger than others.
As our simulation experiments show, the method is robust against a variety of parameter settings: runs with the true hyper-parameters that are used in the data generation have virtually the same performance (See Fig. 2 of the main text) as the runs where we used default and/or highly divergent values.
3 Simulation Studies
Data Generation
In this section we describe the input parameters and the generative model that we used to simulate data from the disease models shown in Fig. S4 . We start with input parameters, which can be broadly categorized into two groups. The first category of the parameters control the size aspects of the simulation, including number of markers, cohort size, number of subpopulations, etc. The second category of parameters relate to the the simulated variants and the disease models. These parameters control the MAF spectrum (of only null markers), risk penetrance, odds ratio spectrum, etc. The complete catalog of parameters, along with their functions, is listed in Table S2 .
In our simulations, we let ∆, one of the two risk parameters (See Fig. S4 ), vary between 0.1 and 1 as these values generate the most concordant causal markers, as measured by MAF and odds ratio, to the published GWAS catalog markers [3] . (See Fig. S5 for MAF and odds ratio spectrum of GWAS markers as well as our simulated markers). The marOdds parameter ensures that a causal marker's marginal association is not too strong. This constraint is due to the observation that complex, non-Mendelian traits are a byproduct of small contributions of many loci and it is hardly ever the case that a single marker has a very high odds ratio. However, with low probability, causal markers with high a odds ratio are allowed. With this scheme, we are able to simulate causal markers from diverse MAF and odds ratio combinations and capture the two main characteristics of common complex traits; namely, the moderate minor allele frequency and low odds ratios that make causal markers hard to detect. We perform the following steps to simulate our data: ii. For each marker of the current subpopulation, if the current marker is a causal one, overwrite the genotype of every individual of this subpopulation at this marker according to the disease model. This involves sampling genotypes from a multinomial distribution whose weight parameter is determined by the chosen disease model.
Input
iii. If the phenotype is categorical, sample ω k , which parametrizes the multinomial distribution of the phenotype. Otherwise, sample phenotype for each individual assigned to current subpopulation from the Normal distribution parameterized by the pre-determined hyper-parameters µ k and σ k . In our simulations we used µ k ∈ (1, 2, 3) and σ 2 = 0.5.
iv. If phenotype data is continuous, as is the case in our simulations, discretize it by uniformly binning across the range of the phenotype data.
(b) Check that the following integrity constraints are satisfied:
• All markers are in Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) across the whole population. Causal markers are in HWE in the control population.
• Odds ratios of causal markers are within the feasible ranges.
(c) Continue sampling until all constraints are satisfied.
Simulated Causal Markers
Odds Ratio 
Additional Performance Results on Simulations

Threshold Analysis
In Fig. 2 of the main text, we demonstrated each algorithms' performance using the default thresholds when calling causal markers. For example BEAM uses a novel statistic called B-statistic, which was proposed as part of the algorithm, for calling markers rather than using posterior probabilities. For χ 2 -test based methods, we used multiple hypothesis corrected p-values, i.e. p<0.01/(M =1000). In order to account for differences in the ways each algorithm assigns markers to the causal group(s), we also demonstrate results where we used comparable thresholds (See Fig. S6 and Fig. S7 ). For each algorithm, we found thresholds where every algorithm has average Type-1 Error of 5e−3 and 2.5e−3 as calculated over the 1000 datasets. Table S3 lists the thresholds we used for each of the algorithms. We chose 5e−3 and 2.5e−3 as target average
Type-1 Error rates as these values fall into the range of Type-1 Error rates achieved by all algorithms.
When compared to performance results shown in Fig. 2 of the main text, the chosen thresholds cause JBASE and BEAM to have higher Type-1 Error and Power as we have to use much relaxed posterior probability thresholds to achieve the target Type-1 Error. On the other hand, algorithms which had relatively higher Type-1 Error in Fig. 2 
Effect of MAF Distribution
In our simulations, disease models are parametrized by risk-related parameters α and ∆ (See Fig. S4 ). Hence, we do not have direct control on MAF distribution of the embedded causal markers. We have originally performed the analysis under the MAF distribution shown in Fig. S5D with the corresponding power and Type-1 Error analysis shown in Figs. S8 A,B . Our results show that JBASE has the highest power, followed by BEAM. Type-1 Error is the best for BEAM, closely followed by JBASE and ChiSquare-Multiway. All three methods have negligible Type-1 Error.
We have consequently analyzed the performance of all methods under a more recent GWAS catalog MAF distribution (Fig. S5E) . To that extent, we adaptively filtered some of the embedded markers such that the resulting MAF distribution of the embedded markers is close to Fig. S4D . We performed this random subsampling 100 times and report the average Power and Type-1 Error results in Fig. S8 . In essence, this sampling approach increases the ratio of markers with low (< 0.1) and high (>0.4) values. We see that all methods suffer from some decrease in power and increase in Type-1 Error. JBASE still achieves the best power, whereas BEAM maintains its lead on Type-1 Error. 
Type-2 Diabetes Experiments
Experimental Setup
The dataset, which we call the Mexico-1 dataset, consists of 983 T2D patients coming from mixed genetic backgrounds. Samples were genotyped for 315, 658 common markers using the Affymetrix 5.0 platform and information on body mass index (BMI), waist, waist-to-hip ratio WHR, sex, age at diagnosis and at study time were collected. After careful preprocessing according to [5] , we excluded the age phenotype as the study deliberately focused on the younger T2D patients and did not contain enough variation to detect age-related subphenotyping effects. We focused on BMI and WHR only. We also filtered out 2547 ancestry markers reported in [5] as ancestry is strongly associated with diabetes and diabetes-related phenotypes in Mexican population. After preprocessing, P-value filtering and LD based clumping, we obtained 13,547 markers for JBASE analysis. Information on PCA coordinates for all samples was also available in order to test for confounding by population stratification. Fig. S9 illustrates our experimental setup and the details of the pipeline are as follows:
1. Quality checks and data filtering: In addition to preprocessing and quality controls performed in [5] (See Methods section), we undertook the following filtering and checks. We first removed individuals with missing phenotype data (n=74) and also markers with M AF < 0.05 or with Hardy-Weinberg deviation (P-value < 0.01). The filtering step resulted in n=909 individuals genotyped at 307,348
markers. The Mexico-2 dataset was processed in the same way.
Data preprocessing:
On the phenotype side, we discretized the BMI and WHR values using equi-distant bins of 5 and 0.15, respectively, which resulted in seven categories for BMI and four for WHR. On the genotype side, we selected loci with P-value < 0.1 to obtain the set of 27,483 SNPs potentially enriched with true associations. For computational reasons, we further decreased this set to 13,547 using LD (r 2 = 0.5) and PLINK's clump option (distance threshold: 250kb). We also acquired the scores of a PCA analysis to control for population stratification. Finally, we generated a list of markers that are in LD using PLINK's r2 option with default distance option.
3. Initial scan: As the number of markers was large to perform detailed Bayesian analysis, we first applied JBASE to each pair of chromosomes independently to generate an initial set of candidate markers. We ran JBASE on each pair over 10 replicates each lasting 200,000 sampling iterations. Markers that were classified as marginal or epistatic in at least 10 runs were selected as candidate markers. From this step, we obtained 64 candidate SNPs, which we characterize below.
Pooled analysis:
We finally pooled the 64 candidates and ran 100 concurrent MCMC chains, each with 200,000 iterations, on the pooled set. We then manually analyzed each run to discover the convergence pattern. We report the most frequently found pattern consisting of 2 epistatic modules (characterized below). The motivation for this step is that our model allows for only one epistatic and one marginal module per subphenotype and pooling all candidate markers into a joint run allows us to find the most significant association. 
Analysis of the Candidate Markers
Running JBASE on 22*(22-1)/2=231 possible pairs of non-sex chromosomes resulted in 64 markers that were called epistatic or marginal in at least 10 runs. Before advancing to final marker analysis, we first analyzed this subphenotyping-based SNP set (SPS) and compared it to the complete set (CS) of 307,348 markers included on the SNP chip and against the tagSNP set (TS) containing 13,547 markers selected based on LD and marginal P-value analysis. We aimed to find whether the discovered candidates showed any overlap to previous GWAS findings, and if they did, what type of associations they were reported in.
In addition, we compared these two sets of markers in terms of association enrichment to demonstrate that our candidate set of subphenotyping markers set (SPS) inferred by JBASE does not contain any bias due to our selection of tagSNPs. As such, we performed association enrichment analysis to quantify the chances of having the observed number of associations by chance and to rule out any confounding effects. Table S4 : Association Enrichment Analysis: χ 2 test-based enrichment analysis of marker groups based on comparison of rate of published associations within 500kb neighbourhood of JBASE identified makers to that of (column-1) tagSNPs marker set (TS, m=13,547) and (column-2) the full marker set (CS, m=307348). Asterisk indicates significant enrichment at 0.01 level.
For this, we obtained all inferred and published associations from dbSNP's association track [6] and analyzed their neighborhoods in terms of proximity to members of the three marker groups described above. We marked a variant as true positive association (in the context of this analysis) if and only if it contains a published association with a given phenotype within 500kb. Under this scheme, we performed χ 2 test to compare the number of true positives associations to that expected by chance. Table S4 summarizes our findings. Basically, we observed significant enrichment for almost all phenotypes for which our candidate markers have a supporting proximal association, indicating that JBASE does a superior job of identifying markers just by subphenotyping T2D patients. These results are important for three reasons. First, it proves that the superior enrichment is not due to any bias in construction of the CS and SPS sets of markers. This is because of the fact that for almost all phenotypes, SPS is more enriched compared to CS. Second, the high enrichment achieved and the types of phenotypes for which enrichment is achieved demonstrate that our model is able to capture the heterogeneity of the T2D case cohort. Indeed, as we showed in the introduction section, classical GWAS can easily miss many causal markers in the case of heterogeneous disease groups.
As no other method, to our best knowledge, analyzed this dataset with a subphenotyping approach, some non-overlap was expected. However, the high level of agreement with previous studies implies that JBASE does a superior job of picking up good signals. Note that most of the markers JBASE identified were not found to be significant in the original study [5] .
Genotyping Quality, LD and Stratification Analysis of subphenotypes
To ensure that the discovered subphenotypes are not artifacts of data quality, LD and/or population stratification, we first investigated the genotype calling quality of the discovered markers. The separation in the genotype clusters indicates the error/bias-free genotyping of the four markers (See Figs. S15 and S16).
Next we checked the haplotype structure in close and larger neighborhoods spanning the regions covered by the discovered markers using the Mexican population of HapMap-3 dataset [7, 8, 9] . Our analysis showed that for our SNPs, LD decays very rapidly r 2 < 0.1 within at most 500kb (See Fig. S12 ). Both regions are spanned by several small and seemingly independent haplotypes (See Figs. S13 and S14) suggesting the markers are not part of long-range haplotypes (LRH), which are usually hot-spots for recent positive selection. We also analyzed several studies, including HapMap-2 dataset, that published candidate LRHs both in Mexican and European populations and did not find any overlap, which provides further evidence against possible confounding due to LD [10, 11, 12, 13] .
We also rigorously checked for potential confounding due to population stratification since the Mexico population has a high admixture rate. To do this, we first obtained the BMI and WHR of all samples as well as the PCA components for population stratification. Comparing the discovered subphenotypes across the first 10 principal axes showed that the partitioning is not due to population stratification (See Fig. S10 ).
The insignificant P-values, using Wilcoxon rank sum test, prove that the discovered subpopulations do not differ from each other due to systematic genotype differences in the population, thereby proving JBASE's efficacy for dealing with population stratification even in highly admixed populations. Morever, analysis of the discovered subphenotypes against cryptic relatedness using the linear mixed model Fast-LMM showed that association p-values do not change after taking cryptic relatedness into account [14] . Here we calculated the kinship matrix with the full set of SNPs before clumping and association filtering. This analysis strongly suggests that the discovered subphenotypes are not confounded by hidden relatedness of the individuals in our study.
Finally, we used model-based clustering (mclust) [15] on phenotype data directly. We found that phenotypeonly analysis failed to find stable subphenotypes or recover the subsets we found with JBASE. While analyzing markers' association for the subphenotypes discovered with mclust we did not observe any statistically significant marginal or epistatic associations. These experiments suggest that our discovered subphenotypes are jointly driven by phenotypic and genotypic data. Figure S12 : LD Decay Patterns of the Epistatic Markers: Analysis of LD patterns of the four discovered epistatic markers reveals that LD drops to r 2 < 0.1 within immediate 500kb neighborhoods. The plots are generated with SNAP software [9] using Mexican population of the HapMap-3 [7] dataset. Figure S13 : Haplotype Structure of Genomic Regions Covering Chr-13 Markers: Haplotype structure analysis reveals that the region covering the members of the Chr-13 epistatic module contains several small haplotypes, providing further evidence for lack of an LRH (long-range haplotype). The plot is obtained from the HaploView software [8] using Mexican population of the HapMap-3 [7] dataset. 
